
The Big picture – z Systems, the data server for
analytics, mobile and cloud



Agenda
Increasingly, organizational leaders are focused more on capabilities than technology

In a recent survey, 85% of
respondents indicated that most of the
source data for driving operational
analytics in their enterprise resides
on z Systems

Enterprises see
private cloud as
the on ramp to cloud
for the next 24 months

Cloud

Enabling mobile as a new channel and
connecting to back-end data is
among the top three concerns of
global CIOs

Mobile

All undergirded by
robust security

Analytics
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Analytics



Thinking beyond traditional reporting and analytics data sources

Transaction and
payment data

Application logs and
sensor data

• Volume

• Details

• Throughput

• Velocity

• Semi-structured

• Ingestion

Social data

• Variety

• Unstructured

• Veracity

Notes and
correspondence

• Variety

• Unstructured

• Volume
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Transactional sources are the dominant data types analyzed
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Gartner research note“Survey Analysis - Big Data Adoption in 2013 Shows Substance Behind the Hype“ Sept 12 2013
Analyst(s): Lisa Kart, Nick Heudecker, Frank Buytendijk

Here’s an idea: if you’re currently moving transactional data that originates on z Systems
to other platforms for analysis, consider instead bringing the analytics to the data

This data is like gold
that’s already in the vault



Hybrid transaction and analytical processing with zEnterprise

• Supports transaction processing and
analytics workloads concurrently,
efficiently, and cost-effectively

• Delivers industry-leading
performance for mixed workloads

• A unique heterogeneous scale-out
platform

• Superior availability, reliability, and
security
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Transaction
processing

Analytics
workload

A self-managing, hybrid workload-optimized data-serving system that runs
every query workload in the most efficient way, so that each query is executed
in its optimal environment for greatest performance and cost efficiency

DB2 for z/OS + DB2 Analytics Accelerator



What about the non-transactional data?
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Gartner research note“Survey Analysis - Big Data Adoption in 2013 Shows Substance Behind the Hype“ Sept 12 2013
Analyst(s): Lisa Kart, Nick Heudecker, Frank Buytendijk

Extracting pertinent
information from this data
is like mining for gold



z Systems server

New option for managing differently structured data on z Systems
IBM Infosphere BigInsights for Linux on System z
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Secure perimeter



IT doesn’t have to just provide analytics capabilities

• IT can use analytics
• Case in point: IBM’s Capacity Management Analytics (CMA), a solution for

dynamic and predictive zEnterprise capacity management and forecasting
• CMA’s foundation: IBM Tivoli Decision Support for z/OS, Cognos BI, SPSS
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Sophisticated, customizable
dashboarding and reporting
of zEnterprise capacity
utilization, but that’s only
part of the story…



CMA: predictive analytics, capacity forecasting, real-time scoring

Real-time scoring of
transactions can be
performed, enabling
comparison with
forecasts

Predictive analytics can help organizations
use their data to make better decisions by
allowing them to draw reliable, data-driven
conclusions about current conditions and
future events

Future capacity requirements
can be forecasted to help
ensure that sufficient capacity is
available when the business
needs it
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Mobile



Mobile is primary
91% of mobile users

keep their device within
arm’s  reach 100% of

the time

Mobile is primary
91% of mobile users

keep their device within
arm’s  reach 100% of

the time

Insights from
mobile data provide
new opportunities

75% of mobile shoppers
take action after

receiving a location
based messages

Insights from
mobile data provide
new opportunities

75% of mobile shoppers
take action after

receiving a location
based messages

Mobile is about transacting
Evidence: “cyber Monday”

Mobile is about transacting
Evidence: “cyber Monday”

Mobile must create
a continuous

brand experience
90% of users use

multiple screens as
channels come

together to create
integrated experiences

Mobile must create
a continuous

brand experience
90% of users use

multiple screens as
channels come

together to create
integrated experiences

Mobile enables the
Internet of Things

Global machine-to-
machine connections

increasing dramatically

Mobile enables the
Internet of Things

Global machine-to-
machine connections

increasing dramatically

5 mobile trends with significant implications for the enterprise
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Source: IBM Center for Applied Insights (Bluemine)

% will develop/acquire the skill over the next two years

Mobile security and privacy 69%

Mobile integration 68%

Mobile application management 67%

Mobile device management 62%

Mobile application architecture, design, and development 58%

Barriers to adoption

Mobile: integration with existing IT assets is a key challenge
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Skill gaps



Front-end app
development

User
engagement

20% of
the value

and effort is
visible

(mobile UI)

20% of
the value

and effort is
visible

(mobile UI)

80%of the
value and
effort lies
under the
surface

80%of the
value and
effort lies
under the
surface CICS

IMS

WAS

DB2

A
na

ly
tic

s

Enterprise
integration

Operations
Security

Why infrastructure matters for mobile apps
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CICS

IMS

WebSphere
Application

Server

DB2

MobileFirst
Server

“Legacy” Web

“New” mobile

The infrastructure you’ve built here
over the past 10-15 years can be
reused here

Think of mobile as a new channel into the enterprise
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• Subsystems (CICS,
IMS, DB2) mobile-
friendly with new APIs

• z/OS transactions more
mobile-friendly with
z/OS Connect

• Seamlessly channel
back-end enterprise
systems to mobile
devices with MobileFirst
Server

• Enable end-to-end
security from mobile
device to mainframe
with z/OS, RACF and
other IBM software
products

MobileFirst
Server

MobileFirst
Server

CICS

IMS

WebSphere
AS

DB2

A
na

ly
tic

s

z/OS
Connect

CICS
Feature
Pack for
Mobile

IMS
Mobile

Feature
Pack

DB2
NoSQL

Re-purposing existing data and transactions for mobile apps
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IBM MobileFirst Foundation – extending your business to mobile

• MobileFirst Server – mobile-optimized middleware that serves as a
gateway between applications, back-end systems and cloud-based
services

• MobileFirst Studio – one of the leading tools for native and hybrid
development that helps optimize code reuse and accelerate development

• MobileFirst Device Runtime Components – runtime client APIs
designed to enhance security, governance and usability

• MobileFirst Application Center – enables setting up an enterprise app
store that manages the distribution of production-ready mobile apps

• MobileFirst Console – an administrative GUI designed to provide near-
real-time operational analytics for the server, adapters, applications and
push services to help manage, monitor and instrument mobile apps
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• Reduce z/OS peak MSUs attributable to mobile workloads – up to 60%
• No Infrastructure changes required (such as separate LPARs)
• Requires tagging and tracking z/OS CPU seconds from mobile workloads.

Other z/OS
workloads

CPU

Mobile

Adjusted z/OS
peak utilization

Eligible for
reduction

Other
workloads

Mobile
workloads

CPU

Current z/OS
peak utilization

Large bank increased
mobile transaction volumes

by 40% in two years

Cumulative

Mobile

Mobile Workload Pricing for z/OS
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1/3 of all IBM
MobileFirst

business is on
z Systems

"Running our mobile banking service on Linux
on zEnterprise is another step forward in our
continual evolution on the mainframe."

"The maturity and flexibility of IBM zEnterprise
makes it the ideal platform for achieving speed
to market with mobile applications."

Mobile is growing rapidly on z Systems
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Enterprise
applications

Enterprise
data

On-premise
applications

Enterprise
transaction
processing

Ships with WebSphere Application Server for z/OS, CICS, and IMS
 Built for z/OS – Builds on z/OS qualities of service – security, auditing, chargeback
 Unifies connectors – A common solution for mobile, cloud, and Web
 Simplified integration – Hide complexity of connecting to z/OS using REST calls
 API management – Mobile developers can discover the transactions you choose

Cloud APIs

Mobile
apps

Systems of Engagement Systems of Record

Liberty profile

Batch

Transactions

z/OS
Connect

IBM WebSphere Liberty z/OS Connect
Secure and consistent enterprise connectivity for mobile
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Cloud



Cloud, in a nutshell
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Virtualization

Automation

Standardization

Self-service

Workload pattern
deployment

Cloud computing is a journey and continuation of IT consolidation and optimization,
beginning with proper infrastructure and virtualization management,
ending with pattern-based workload deployment and orchestration of IT services.
Some clients may require advanced cloud capabilities, while others just start with
optimizing their virtualization foundation and then gradually move forward.

We see an evolution in the infrastructure,
but a revolution in the applications!

Advanced cloudVirtualization Entry-level cloud
Orchestration and

optimization
Infrastructure and virtualization

management
Standardization and automation

Cloud computing (r)evolution
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z Systems
• Massively scalable
• Characterized by

economics / efficiencies
• Highly secure / available

z/VM 6.3
• Support more VMs

than other platforms
in a single footprint

• Integrated OpenStack support
Linux on System z

• Distributions available
from RedHat and SUSE

IBM Wave for z/VM
• A graphical interface tool that

simplifies the management and
administration of z/VM and
Linux environments

Advanced cloudVirtualization Entry level cloud
Orchestration and

optimization
Infrastructure and

virtualization management Standardization and automation

xCAT
• Shipped with z/VM 6.3
• Allows customers to set up a

rudimentary cloud environment,
without acquiring any additional
product

• Based on open source code
• Focused on a different layer and

not designed for upward
integration to Cloud suite

IBM Cloud Manager with
OpenStack

• A simple, entry level cloud
management stack

• Based on OpenStack
• First tier in the IBM Cloud suite

of cloud management products

Cloud Ready
for Linux on System z

• Image-based cloud service
delivery with integrated
provisioning, monitoring, service
catalog & service desk, storage
management, and HA

IBM Cloud Orchestrator
• Based on

IBM Cloud Manager
with OpenStack

• Adds runbook automation and
middleware pattern support for
workload deployment

• Provides workflows, driven
by BPM process server

Service lifecycle
managementStandardizationDifferentiation

Services
• 45 days
• Pre-configuration
• Pre-integration

Storage
• IBM DS8870
• Storwize V7000

Licensing
• IBM MSP utility

pricing for z Systems
– “Pay-as-you-grow”

Cloud monitoring
• OMEGAMON XE for

z/VM and Linux

Cloud
backup/recovery

• Tivoli Storage
Manager
Extended Edition

Cloud management
automation

• Operations Manager
for z/VM

Cloud management
backup

• Backup and Restore
Manager for z/VM

Bundled
offerings

components

Cloud on z Systems – we’ve got this
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z/OS is particularly suitable as a foundation for software as a service
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z/OS Linux on z

Infrastructure as a Service

Platform as a Service

Software as a Service
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In closing, a few words about security

• The value of a platform’s analytics, mobile, and cloud capabilities
depends on rock-solid security

• z Systems servers have garnered some of the highest marks for
security in the industry

– That’s for Linux as well as for z/OS

• The foundation: a fine-grained, multi-layered security architecture
– Allows for secure workload isolation, data protection and privacy

• Another plus: extensive security and audit reporting to meet
industry standards and regulations
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Multilevel
security

Secured key
storage and
management

TS1120

Tape encryption

Common Criteria
Ratings

Support for
Standards

Audit,
Authorization, and

Authentication,

RACF®

IDS, Secure
Communications

Communications
Server

IBM Security QRadar
SIEM

IBM Security

zSecure Suite

DB2® Audit Management Expert

Security Identity
Manager

Federated Identity Manager

Crypto
Express 3 & 4S
Crypto Cards

System z
SMF

LDAP

ITDS

Scalable
Enterprise
Directory

Network
Authentication

Service

Kerberos V5
Compliant

z/OS®

System
SSL

SSL/TLS
suite

ICSF

Services and
Key Storage

for Key
Material

Certificate
authority

PKI Services

DS8000®

Disk encryption

Enterprise fraud
solutions

DKMS

DKMS
SKLM for
z/OS TKE

Guardium
Optim™

Data

Intelligence
Compliance

Analytics
People

Applications

Infrastructure

CPACF

z/OS
Java
SDK

Optimized
for z/OS

Comprehensive security for z Systems
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The bottom line

• High-performance, reliable, secure z/Systems: the data-serving
foundation for analytics, mobile, and cloud applications
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z Systems

Cloud
Mobile

Analytics
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Thanks for your time!


